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Be sure to login to the Events Calendar as some events may be only visible upon login.

All events have their own landing page to provide details, photos and contact information. In order to find an event, you can use one of the next methods:

- Using the **Find Events** search bar.
- Using the **Mini Calendar** to view past or future events by day, week or month.
- Using the **Filters** to see events matching the **View By** options of day, week or month.
- Using the **Group, Department and Location Landing Pages** to look at upcoming events or the most recent past events.
- Using **All Events** to list every event in the calendar.
- Using **Tags or Keywords** to search for events.
  - Only tags are displayed on the event landing page.

See Also

- [MIT Events Calendar Landing Page](#)
- [Localist Frequently Asked Questions and Support Documentation](#)